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INTRODUCTION  

Welcome High-Achievers, 

 

To the Ultimate Guide to Navigating Career Crossroads for High-Achieving 

Professionals like you. As a holistic high-performance coach, I've designed this 

guide to help you turn career transitions into opportunities for growth and 

advancement. 

 

Career crossroads are a common occurrence for high-achieving professionals. 

Whether you're considering a change in the industry, or role, or seeking a new 

challenge, navigating these crossroads can be demanding. However, with the right 

mindset, strategies, and tools, you can turn this transition into an opportunity for 

growth and advancement. 

 

This strategic guide aims to provide you with a comprehensive roadmap to 

navigate your career crossroads successfully. 

                                               

 

                                               

 

                                       Yours sincerely,    
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1. ASSESS CURRENT SITUATION 

Reflect on Your Goals and Values 

Before any major career transition, it's crucial to reflect on your long-term career goals and 

personal values. Understanding what motivates you and brings you fulfillment is the first step in 

making a career change that aligns with your holistic well-being. 

 

Goals and Values Alignment Worksheet 

Reflect on your long-term career goals and personal values. Answer the following questions to 

clarify what drives your professional journey and how it aligns with your personal life. 

 

List Your Top 5 Career Goals: Identify Your Core Personal Values: 

  

  

  

  

  

 

Alignment Reflection: 

• How do your career goals support your personal values? 

• Are there any goals that conflict with your values? How might you address this? 

Action Plan: Based on your reflections, outline one action step you can take this week to align 

your career path more closely with your values. 

 

This worksheet will help you clarify your aspirations and how they integrate with your personal 

values, setting the foundation for a fulfilling career path. 
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Evaluate Your Current Position 

Understanding your current job satisfaction, skills, and areas for improvement is essential. 

Recognizing signs of burnout and how your work aligns with your overall health is a key aspect 

of the holistic approach. 

 

Daily Journal for Tracking Energy and Emotional State 

Use this journal to track your daily energy levels and emotional state in relation to your work. 

This practice will help you identify patterns and guide your career decisions. 

 

• Daily Entry: 

• Date: 

• Energy Level (Low, Medium, High): 

• Emotional State (Brief Description): 

• Work Activities Today: 

 

Reflection: 

• What tasks energized me today? 

• What tasks drained me? 

 

Weekly Reflection: 

• Summarize the week's highs and lows. 

• Identify any changes you want to make based on this week's insights. 

• Use this journal to track your daily energy levels and emotional state, helping you identify 

patterns that guide your career decisions. 

 

Identify Key Success Factors 

Identifying the factors that have contributed to your success and how your network can support 

your transition is crucial. This step involves recognizing transferable skills and experiences that 

can be applied to new opportunities.
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2. EXPLORE ALTERNATIVES 

Research Potential Paths 

Exploring industries and roles that align with your holistic goals is a journey of discovery. 

Consider how these paths support your overall well-being and high-performance lifestyle. 

 

Risks and Rewards Analysis Tool 

Evaluate the potential risks and rewards of each career alternative you're considering. This tool 

will help you assess each option from a holistic perspective. 

 

Career Option Potential Risks Potential 

Rewards 

Work-Life 

Balance Impact 

Personal Growth 

Opportunities 

     

 

Reflection Questions: 

• Which option aligns best with my long-term goals and values? 

• Am I prepared to handle the risks associated with my preferred option? 

 

Evaluate the potential risks and rewards of each career alternative, assessing each option from 

a holistic perspective. 

 

Test the Waters 

Gaining experience through side projects or volunteer work is invaluable. This hands-on 

approach allows you to explore new industries and roles without fully committing, providing 

insights and new connections. 
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3. MAKE INFORMED DECISIONS 

Set Clear Goals 

With a better understanding of your options, it's time to set clear, actionable goals. These 

should include benchmarks for both professional advancement and personal well-being. 

 

SMART Goals Setting for Career and Personal Development 

Set Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, Time-bound goals that include benchmarks 

for both professional advancement and personal well-being. 

 

SMART Goals Worksheet 

1. Specific Goal: 

2. Measurable (How will you measure success?): 

3. Achievable (Steps to achieve this goal): 

4. Relevant (Why is this goal important to you?): 

5. Time-bound (Deadline for achieving this goal): 

Example: 

1. Specific Goal: Obtain a Board Director certification. 2.Measurable: Pass the certification exam. 

3. Achievable: Enroll in the course, study for 30 min every weekday. 4.Relevant: Enhances my 

qualifications for a board role. 5.Time-bound: Complete within the next 6 months. 

This worksheet will guide you in setting goals that are Specific, Measurable, Achievable, 

Relevant, and Time-bound. 

 

Seek Feedback and Support 

Building a support network of mentors, colleagues, and coaches who understand your holistic 

and high-performance aspirations is crucial for navigating career crossroads. 

Consider the Big Picture 

Your career decisions should align with your overall life goals and priorities. This holistic 

perspective ensures that your career transition enhances your quality of life.  
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4. EXECUTE YOUR PLAN 

 

Developing a strategy that includes milestones for career advancement and personal growth is 

the next step. This involves updating your professional materials to reflect your current goals 

and experiences. 

 

Actionable Steps: 

• Revise your resume and LinkedIn profile. 

• Identify resources, skills, or support systems needed. 

• Anticipate potential obstacles and develop contingency plans. 

 

Embrace Change and Growth 

Viewing your career transition as a learning journey is essential for continuous improvement. 

Seek out resources that support both your professional and personal development. 

 

Stay Resilient 

Navigating career transitions can be challenging. Maintaining a positive mindset and practicing 

self-care are key to cultivating resilience. 

 

Celebrate Your Progress 

Recognizing and celebrating each step forward is important. Reflect on the growth and 

learning that each milestone represents. 
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5. CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS 

Final Thoughts 

Navigating career crossroads is a journey that requires careful planning, self-reflection, and a 

willingness to embrace change. By following this guide, you're not just changing jobs; you're 

embarking on a path toward holistic well-being and high performance. 

 

Take the Next Step in Your Career Journey 

Ready to dive deeper and align your career with your holistic goals and values? Schedule a 

consultation with me, and together, we'll create a personalized plan that sets you on a path to 

success and fulfillment. 

Book Your Free Strategy Call Now 

Your journey doesn't end here. Let's continue to work together towards a life of fulfillment, 

success, and high performance. 

 

 

I’m Britta, your holistic high-performance coach. 

I help high-achieving leaders, managers, and executives who are at a decision 

point in their careers and are struggling with identifying and reaching their 

direction. They may be feeling overwhelmed, stressed or burnt out due to the 

lack of control, impact, or influence they are experiencing in their role.  

By working with me and following my program, you will implement long-term strategies that 

integrate your values, professional goals, and lifestyle preferences. You will gain clarity, reduce 

stress, enhance resilience, create new purpose and meaning and achieve a sustainable balance 

between your professional achievements and personal well-being and relationships. 

So that you can consistently and joyfully perform at your best without sacrificing your health, 

happiness, or personal life, ensuring you lead with excellence and live a life that is as rewarding 

personally as it is professionally. 

www.brittabibel.com 

britta@ensomaticalliances.com 

https://calendly.com/britta-ensomatic/coaching_strategy_call
http://www.brittabibel.com/

